
Flyon the wall …

The intensity of vitriol

AT LEAST it’s not just us. Fly has
 learnt that an assistant professor at

Houston University has added empirical
colour to the relatively obvious truism
that anonymity breeds hatred and vitriol
in readers’ comments in mainstream
online newspapers. Well, yup. But there’s
hatred and then there’s Hatred. There’s
vitriol and then there’s Vitriol. It’s com-
forting for Fly to learn that it is also true
in America that if the subject for construc-
tive interactive debate happens to be race,
the intensity of hatred and vitriol tends
to increase. Well, er, yup again. But there’s
intensity and then there’s Intensity. Even
if the authors of these delights were the
same, say, 1000 fellow citizens for all such
comment fora (and that would make
them very, very busy people), that’s still
1000 dangerously psychotic individuals
out there, whose energy and enthusiasm
as regards the civic space appear fright-
eningly unquenchable.

If one trawls these comment fora, the
joke tends to be on the lone voice among
the posts ‘deleted by Moderator for of-
fensive content’ that has something of
the pathetic about it in its appeal to a
property of civility that almost seems
superhuman, or inhuman, on such shores:
‘Well, Boertakhaar tends to forget that
AllSettlersMustDie has some justification
for the anger he manifests (if in intempe-
rate terms), and that’s why I tend to think
Tak overstates what otherwise would
have been a valid geopolitical observa-
tion.’ This kind of thing either simply

gets ignored, or
elicits pure ex-
pletives by way of
the killer QED.
One can almost
hear the wistful

sigh when VoiceInthe-
Wilderness then retreats from the en-
dearingly earnest attempt to engage in a
transaction in the Marketplace of Ideas.
The phenomenon of ‘moderation’ is an
amusing added dimension. Once an
editor starts with this, he or she is simply
on a hiding to nothing. Take out every-
thing ‘offensive,’ and there’s no forum.
Take out only certain kinds of offensive-
ness (say a predilection for four-letter
words or certain stock pejorative de-
scriptions of one’s fellow citizen), and
everything that remains carries some
kind of stamp: ‘Hi, I am not only an
example of extraordinary and violent
hatred; I am one that survived an exer-
cise of weeding out my most toxic
friends. I’m a Moderation Survivor.’
Start ‘moderating’ for acceptable and un-
acceptable points of view, and … well,
what’s the point of this forum again?

Why do they still do it? Why do the
same publications that tend to shy away
from headline articles about alien abduc-
tions still have anonymous readers’
comments to adorn their stories? Is it an
ongoing morbid socio-anthropological
experiment? Like putting up a white-
board with markers in a public lavatory,
to analyse the pearls of wisdom that will
be penned? Or maybe it’s like Struwwel-
peter. Struwwelpeter was an illustrated
children’s book character invented in the
nineteenth century by a German who
admired the didactic value of terror.
Children who sucked their thumbs had
Struwwelpeter jump out from behind a

curtain to cut off the guilty digits with a
very big pair of scissors. The bloody
illustrations had a peculiar tendency to
impress mightily. The editors of our
worthy daily ‘broadsheets’ (shame, do
we have such things?) throw gangs of
Struwwelpeters out at us as a foil to the
elevated discourse to be digested within
the safe harbours of their commissioned
bylines. ‘This is what journalism would
end up looking like if you put the likes of
us out of a job.’

MAYBE. The thing that bothers Fly is
that the ghoul in this case is real. It

sits there, in the psyche of so many other-
wise apparently perfectly sane and per-
fectly civil individuals, brooding, boiling,
hissing, and desperate to vent. In his
Humanity: A Moral History of the Twentieth
Century, Jonathan Glover reminded us
that the most ghastly deeds of cruelty,
committed on a mass scale, by supposed-
ly decent citizens against their fellow
humans, often started with the flavour of
public discourse. It was scary how
quickly, and how easily, ugly words
became ugly deeds.

If these fora are anything to go by,
there is clearly ample material upon
which one could readily sell tickets to
cheering crowds for martyr pyres in
Mandela Square, or from which one
could find volunteers for concentration
camp enforcers and torturers, should
things take a swing towards the ugly,
and should our elders and betters end up
deciding these were necessary evils, that
required hard hearts committed to the
long view. You just never know. If there
ever were a need for armies of execu-
tioners, good ol’ Mzansi need have no
fear. We have them. Just remember to
make it anonymous.

Legal Crossword Number 24 Answers

A

Down (in order from left to right)
1.What you supposedly do with evidence (SIFT)
2.Of a kind that traffics in litigation (CHAMPERTOUS)
3.The lifeblood of commerce (INTEREST)
4.Essential for effective advocacy (PREPARATION)
5.Rustic erven (PLOTS)

Across (in order from top to bottom)
1.How the right judgment sounds to your client’s ears (SYMPHONIC)
2.Justice deferred (POSTPONEMENT)
3.Critical to negligence (FORESEEABILITY)
4.Force exerted by competition (CONSTRAINT)
5.Letting the notion take root in the mind (INSTILLING)


